In this paper we evaluate data obtained during the VALEM (Validation of Land Surface Emissivity Models) experiment, which took place in September 1998 near Ludwigslust in north-eastern Germany.
Introduction
In contrast to remote sensing techniques in the visible and infrared spectral range, the advantage in using microwave frequencies is that the atmosphere at most microwave frequencies is semi-transparent. Hence, even under cloudy conditions total column amounts of water vapour and other atmospheric constituents can be Corresponding author: Ralf Bennartz, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Kansas, 1251 Wescoe Hall Dr., Lawrence, KS 66045, USA, e-mail: bennartz@ukans.edu remotely sensed. Because of this semi-transparency, a large fraction of radiation emitted or scattered from the earth's surface is received at the observing radiometer. Remote sensing of atmospheric constituents in the microwave spectral range therefore requires exact knowledge of the emission characteristics of the underlying surface.
In the framework of the HYPAM-project the Free University of Berlin has developed a surface emissivity model that describes the emission characteristics of land surfaces (PAAPE et al., 2000; PAAPE, 2000 
